PBS Kids Webonauts Internet Academy

Webonauts Internet Academy is a web original game for PBS Kids Go! On this site, kids 8 to 10 years old have fun while learning what it means to be a citizen in a web-infused, information-rich world. There is a section for parents and teachers that is helpful in guiding conversations about media literacy and digital citizenship in the 21st Century.

DISCUS Kids

South Carolina's Digital Library for Children where children can safely do research using eight different databases designed specifically for children.

ETV Kids

Designed for children by South Carolina Educational Television (SCETV, this site has a variety of activities and resources for children, many of which relate to ETV's programming schedule.

Fact Monster

This web site has lots of resources for children that will help them find answers to their many questions on a variety of topics.

Know-It All.org

Created for children by SCETV, this site has excellent resources and activities designed and organized for elementary, middle, and high school students.
**PBS Kids**

The PBS Kids site has activities – music, games, and coloring pages that correlate with the PBS children’s television shows.

**Starfall**

Starfall is a great site for children to practice their early reading skills. Although designed for first grade students, children from Pre Kinder through second grade will enjoy the many activities this site offers.